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Diamondogs is a consciously timeless luxury brand, 

offering a carefully edited garde-robe of glamorous and feminine pieces. 

Tastefully open to interpretation, these pieces are celebrated by a woman 

of substance, individuality and sophistication and worn on endless occasions, 

gathering stories and memories along the way.



There is a fleeting moment that only a cloaked mystery can catch.

Lady Jane creates an interesting allure 

with it’s pure cashmere high collar coat and trumpet sleeves.







Pure essence can be found floating on the surface of a morning’s nudity. 

With it’s strong geometric form and intriguing simplicity, 

La Chamade is a pure leather bag advocating sophistication.









Femininity’s orchestral preparation, 
structured but always soft spoken.

Sleek and chic, with a flattering waist line,  

Tilda is a V neck dress with a high stiff collar and statement cuffs,  

all of which embrace an empowering nature.



A visual fixation on mental stimulation. Such pleasures never end. 

With it’s elegantly flowing long silk veil which knots in the back,  

Nuits Blanches is a bare back halter top which emits instant glamour.







The voice of a hand holds a shy nostalgia waiting to be exposed, to a desire waiting to be unleashed.

Add charm to your sentiments with this set of 12 cotton paper cards and envelopes, 

decorated with expressive hand illustrations and gold foil.



Receive the world as an eloquent observer 
who can sense when intimacy is waiting to be stolen. 

Mrs. Peel is a strict looking structured top with a comfortable stretch crepe 

and subtle yet sharp details in the back.







A whisper makes mystery lean in closer to listen, 
as a frail seduction awaits an unspoken permission to play. 

Garbo is a pair of wide legged pants with slits in the back, 

that sway as you walk and reveal the legs in a very subtle manner.







Fantasies are the mirrors of true nature. 
Drift and dream way above all grounds until you find yours. 

With a glamourous sheer movement and a smooth-running collar, 

L’Ivresse is a sensual pure silk crepe Georgette blouse celebrating liberty.





Life is a ceremony to be sipped, slower only than the stories to be told. 

With a silky round body smoked with whisky,  

this black pekoe curled tea comes from India and serves a ceremonial fusion of daytime and evening.







There is a calming restfulness that comes with the price of individuality. 
A feeling of having left something, yet arrived somewhere. 

For an elegantly androgynous style, George is a pure wool culottes,  

with bold form and slits in the back.





Wear the shade of risqué, it goes with everything you do. 

Darling is a suede and leather bag with beautiful mat gold accessories, 

for an effortless style, screaming to be taken out to party.
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